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1. Where are we now?

1-1. The rise of Web3

In 2022, the crypto industry experienced a strong bear market as the Federal Reserve of US

kept raising interest rates and made global liquidity tightened. The total market

capitalization of crypto assets shrank by more than $2.2 trillion. The industry was devastated

after a series of incidents and scandals such as Terra collapse and the insolvency of FTX and

the bankruptcy of 3AC. Due to the market collapse, many giant institutions, such as BlockFi

and Genesis, could not escape from its impact of either being bankrupted or liquidated.

Nevertheless in this hardship, the development of the industry did not stop here. More and

more people started paying attention to Web 3.0 and its growth potential as the next trend of

the crypto industry.

At some point, people started to use the word, Web3.0, to compare the current internet

service to the upcoming web service trend. What is Web3.0?
1

To understand it, we have to

understand changes that we had before. In the case of Web2.0, O’Reilly is called the first

person who created the new word to tell its distinctive characteristics ; In the world of

Web1.0, people were only allowed to spend information provided by expensive server based

static desktop web page service. However, people in Web2.0, they started to enjoy

interaction with other users and contents created by other users. So called, big tech

companies such as Facebook, Uber, AirBnB, Instagram are examples.

Web3.0 is different from the current web services. Web3.0 is more public and open because

it was developed by open source. Without trusting others, the system guarantees quality and

trust of other participants. It’s called Trustless. Furthermore, the Web3.0 network is

permissionless so that everyone can participate without permission of a middle man or

someone who has authority.

Blockchain is the second layer on the internet and will establish a new version of web service

called Web3.0 and it will make a huge difference. By using the permissionless and trustless

network, we can reduce the third party cost, increasing the social efficiency, but without

worrying about privacy being invaded. Tokenized digital assets and cryptographic technology

related to signature will protect the value of true ownership of data and human creativeness.

The crypto industry is steadily moving forward for the upcoming change and more and more

people are trying hard to make the advantages of Web3.0 come true in our lives.

1 https://medium.com/fabric-ventures/what-is-web-3-0-why-it-matters-934eb07f3d2b
https://hbr.org/2022/05/what-is-web3

https://medium.com/@Matzago/why-the-net-giants-are-worried-about-the-web-3-0-44b2d3620da5

https://medium.com/@Matzago/why-the-web-3-0-matters-and-you-should-know-about-it-a5851d63c949
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https://medium.com/fabric-ventures/what-is-web-3-0-why-it-matters-934eb07f3d2b
https://hbr.org/2022/05/what-is-web3
https://medium.com/@Matzago/why-the-net-giants-are-worried-about-the-web-3-0-44b2d3620da5
https://medium.com/@Matzago/why-the-web-3-0-matters-and-you-should-know-about-it-a5851d63c949


1-2. NFT as a mega trend

A non-fungible token (NFT) is a unique digital identifier that cannot be copied, substituted,

or subdivided, that is recorded in a blockchain, and that is used to certify authenticity and

ownership. The ownership of an NFT is recorded in the blockchain and can be transferred by

the owner, allowing NFTs to be sold and traded. NFTs can be created by anybody, and

require few or no coding skills to create. NFTs typically contain references to digital files

such as photos, videos, and audio. Because NFTs are uniquely identifiable assets, they differ

from cryptocurrencies, which are fungible.

People started to understand the underlying value of NFT and focus on the real ownership

and rarity of data that we have ignored for a long time. For the first time in human history,

an individual's creativity and artistic activities could be monetized through NFT. What is the

role of NFT in the world of Web3.0 ?

Not only is NFT an economic value, but also it is a good way to express one’s identity

directly. If someone checks an user owns a NFT in his wallet, we can easily understand what

it means, because NFT can be a part of identity in Web3.0

Starting from CryptoKitty in 2017, the NFT market grew up so rapidly in the past few years
2
.

Total trading volume of NFT in 2019 was $24,532,783, but increased by $82,492,916 in

2020. It was a 236% increase. More surprisingly, in 2021, we had $17,694,851,721 of trading

volume and it was 21,350% of increase. The number of NFT traded was 1,619,516 in 2019,

but increased to 27,414,477 in 2021, showing 17 times growth. It is very certain that now

there are more users who are interested in NFT and NFT is not just a toy of crypto maniacs

anymore.

We are even witnessing that global corporations are aggressively entering the NFT market.

This is not just for economic revenue but it is a valuable attempt to interact with global

customers of products and increase the value of NFT by adding more utilities and

differentiated services. For example, RTFKT is collaborating with a global apparel company,

Nike
3
. They are developing and producing attractive shoes products and promoting them in

the global crypto community by using NFT. We are convinced that the NFT market will keep

innovating and evolving rapidly and provide joyful experiences.

3
https://sneakernews.com/2022/12/07/nike-cryptokicks-irl-release-date/

2

https://20137703.fs1.hubspotusercontent-na1.net/hubfs/20137703/REPORTS/2022/NonFungible_NFT%20Market%20Repor

t%20_Q12022.pdf?utm_medium=email&_hsmi=211324780&utm_content=211324780&utm_source=hs_automation

https://pro.nansen.ai/nft-trends?platform=All

https://www.nansen.ai/guides/nft-statistics-2022#nft-market-statistics
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blockchain
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_file
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cryptocurrencies
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fungibility
https://sneakernews.com/2022/12/07/nike-cryptokicks-irl-release-date/
https://20137703.fs1.hubspotusercontent-na1.net/hubfs/20137703/REPORTS/2022/NonFungible_NFT%20Market%20Report%20_Q12022.pdf?utm_medium=email&_hsmi=211324780&utm_content=211324780&utm_source=hs_automation
https://20137703.fs1.hubspotusercontent-na1.net/hubfs/20137703/REPORTS/2022/NonFungible_NFT%20Market%20Report%20_Q12022.pdf?utm_medium=email&_hsmi=211324780&utm_content=211324780&utm_source=hs_automation
https://pro.nansen.ai/nft-trends?platform=All
https://www.nansen.ai/guides/nft-statistics-2022#nft-market-statistics


2. Alpha Quark since 2020

2-1. What we have done

- (2021.06.03) NFT marketplace - Alpha Quark launched a NFT marketplace where

users can create a new NFT and sell the NFTs. Users can buy NFT items on the

marketplace as well. As a payment method, users can use Alpha Quark Token for NFT

purchase or sale.

- (2021.06.04) Bridge service - By collaborating with Poly Network, Alpha Quark

allows users to swap their ERC20 based Alpha Quark Token to BEP20 based Alpha

Quark Token. Alpha Quark Token on BNB Chain (Former Binance Smart Chain) can

transfer or utilize the token on Alpha Quark’s platform with a cheaper network fee.

- (2021.07.23) 3D game event on Crypto Voxel - To provide an exciting experience and

hold an event on 3D metaverse space, we periodically hold an art exhibition event on

Crypto Voxel space - Alpha Quark World. At the event, users can interact and

experience artistic NFTs.

- (2021.07.14) Artist support program - As an early adopter of NFT, Alpha Quark

supports artists to enter the NFT market by providing education and resources.

- (2021.09.08) 3D metaverse art gallery - For artists and users who participate in the

NFT marketplace, we believe that it’s beneficial to provide a 3D metaverse art gallery

where users can appreciate artistic NFTs.

- (2021.12.01) Stray Friends NFT launch - Stray Friends NFT is the first PFP NFT

project that Alpha Quark collaborated with a group of artists to promote the growth

of NFT and interact with users by launching a real use case of NFT. To accelerate the

Stray Friends NFT ecosystem, Alpha Quark cooperated with global NFT launchpad

platforms such as NFTb, Liquidifty, Wizard Finance. The Stray Friends NFT can be

imported on Alpha Quark’s NFT marketplace and NFT collateral lending protocol.

Holders can trade NFTs or use them as a collateral to get a loan from other users by

using P2P NFT collateral lending protocol.

- (2022.04.04) P2P NFT collateral lending protocol
4

- Alpha Quark NFT collateral

lending protocol is a simple p2p marketplace for collateralized NFT loans. It allows

borrowers to put up assets for a loan and lenders to make offers to lend in return for

interest. Without selling your NFT, you can get a loan and on the other hand, users

who seek chances to make additional profit can lend money expecting revenue from

the loan. Now the NFT lending protocol supports BNB chain and Klaytn network.

- (2022.06.17) Binance MVB(Most Valuable Builder) program participation -

4 https://bit.ly/3uGozXm
https://twitter.com/bitfinex/status/1518575612998397956?s=20&t=0gjqDl_lxFYECyNe-K2iog
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https://market.alphaquark.io/
https://xangle.io/project/AQT/insight/disclosure/60b98ef7340d6bf992b5cd2b?order=desc&isFollowing=false&page=6&nowPeriod=%EC%A0%84%EC%B2%B4
https://www.voxels.com/play?coords=W@6499W,19N
https://twitter.com/Alphaquark_/status/1415179640683982853?s=20&t=0gjqDl_lxFYECyNe-K2iog
https://gallery.alphaquark.io/
https://strayfriends.alphaquark.io/
https://twitter.com/nftbmarket/status/1469275705846415361?s=20&t=03f6Uav-CHABeRg2a6ISrQ
https://twitter.com/Stray_Friends/status/1470645335018315779?s=20&t=03f6Uav-CHABeRg2a6ISrQ
https://twitter.com/WIZARD_BSC/status/1473167343714914305?s=20&t=03f6Uav-CHABeRg2a6ISrQ
https://lending.alphaquark.io
https://bit.ly/3uGozXm
https://twitter.com/bitfinex/status/1518575612998397956?s=20&t=0gjqDl_lxFYECyNe-K2iog


- Communities (Telegram(KOR), Telegram(ENG), Twitter) - Alpha Quark project

deeply understands that community is one of the most important factors to accelerate

the growth of the ecosystem, we are trying to expand the community globally.

2-2. Alpha Quark 2023

2-2-1. (2023.1Q) Multi-Chain for P2P NFT collateral lending protocol

We believe that the innovation of the NFT scene will not stop here. It will continue to

innovate and NFT will be a way to verify one’s digital ownership for digital rarity. We have

seen so many meaningless NFT projects which create repetitive NFTs made just for sale.

However, the crypto industry would find diverse ways to utilize NFT and its underlying

value. This is the reason why Alpha Quark launched the P2P NFT collateral lending protocol.

If we believe that NFT has underlying value, it's an economically valuable asset. Sometimes

NFT holders do not want to sell their NFT because it’s valuable. Similar to what crypto

investors lend or borrow cryptocurrencies through  many Defi lending protocols, NFT

holders can take similar strategies with NFT lending protocol without selling NFTs. Once

people start to recognize the real value of NFT, it will be useful asset to make a loan through

the protocol.

Alpha Quark will continue to expand its P2P NFT collateral lending protocol, and that’s why

we decided to support more blockchain networks including BNB, Klaytn and even more.

5

https://t.me/AlphaQuark
https://t.me/AlphaQuark
https://twitter.com/Alphaquark_


2-2-2. (2023.2Q) NFT rental service

As Alpha Quark has a clear vision for NFT and the future that NFT will bring us, we

researched deeply about benefits and utilities that NFT can provide to holders. Game

industry is the most attractive area which can make a synergy with NFT technology.
5

Games which enabled NFT in the game focus more heavily on generating value for players.

This dynamic introduces a paradigm shift that allows players to better capture the utility and

value of assets acquired through in-game purchases, regular gameplay, or promotional

events. For instance, when a player purchases an armor upgrade in a traditional game, their

only benefit is enhanced gameplay within the context of that one game. However, in a

gaming ecosystem that utilizes cross-platform NFTs, the same weapon can be tokenized in a

way that transforms in-game purchases into transferable assets that may confer benefits

across interconnected games or be exchanged for money or other digital assets.

Underlying blockchain networks enable the generation and deployment of these NFTs within

multiple gaming environments. Because NFTs are unique and can be designed to retain

value beyond the game in which they originated, blockchain-built games have the potential

to expand gaming economies dramatically, establish new gaming categories, and fuel

development of new games.

As more blockchain integrated games are coming up as a main flow, people would be able to

monetize their NFTs and it is more beneficial to leverage its utility as a economically valuable

asset. For example, you want to play a game with a NFT in your wallet, but you do not have

enough money to buy the NFT. Then what you can do is to rent the NFT. For the rental, you

might give some rental service fee, but it is a satisfying transaction because you can play the

game as much as you want.

As NFT related games including NBA Topshot, Axie Infinity, Crypto Kitty, Step’N or other

X2E games grow rapidly, we will find more chances that the rental service would be

demanded more by game players. Here is why Alpha Quark is trying to build a NFT rental

service to support the expansion of the NFT game industry, not just limited to the crypto

industry.

5
https://www.gemini.com/cryptopedia/nft-blockchain-gaming-industry#section-gaming-and-blockchain

https://medium.com/rising-capital/metaverse-nft-web3-gaming-report-august-edition-b4a2367dbc7f

https://medium.datadriveninvestor.com/nft-games-how-nft-gaming-will-revolutionise-the-gaming-industry-c7db1a9c435d

https://medium.com/geekculture/top-5-best-gaming-companies-2022-bb59ea4338c0
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https://www.gemini.com/cryptopedia/how-to-use-nfts-non-fungible-tokens-crypto
https://www.gemini.com/cryptopedia/glossary#tokenization
https://www.gemini.com/cryptopedia/nft-blockchain-gaming-industry#section-gaming-and-blockchain
https://medium.com/rising-capital/metaverse-nft-web3-gaming-report-august-edition-b4a2367dbc7f
https://medium.datadriveninvestor.com/nft-games-how-nft-gaming-will-revolutionise-the-gaming-industry-c7db1a9c435d
https://medium.com/geekculture/top-5-best-gaming-companies-2022-bb59ea4338c0


2-2-3. (2023.3Q) Community boost by SBT (Soul Bound Token)

To promote the growth of Alpha Quark community and ecosystem, we will mint SBT(Soul

Bound Token) for holders - Alpha Protons. First of all, the concept of the soul bound token

was suggested by Vitalik Buten
6
, the founder of Ethereum blockchain. It’s a

non-transferrable token which can be used for identification of token holders.

What is the Alpha Proton exactly? Proton is a terminology in physics.

A proton is a stable subatomic particle of which mass is slightly less than that of a neutron

and 1,836 times the mass of an electron. We decided to call our supporters and holders of

Alpha Quark Token as Alpha Protons to make them more friendly. To be an Alpha Protons,

users should own a soul bound token which is not transferable in their wallet. Once they hold

the soul bound token, Alpha Quark will give an exclusive access for the Alpha Protons. Alpha

Protons are honorable supporters of Alpha Quark project and we are willing to listen to their

ideas, thoughts, insights and advice about the project.

6
https://vitalik.ca/general/2022/01/26/soulbound.html
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Subatomic_particle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neutron
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electron
https://vitalik.ca/general/2022/01/26/soulbound.html


3. Partners & Affiliates

3-1. Exchange partners

As a global blockchain project, we are trying to expand the ecosystem by listing Alpha Quark

Token on global exchanges including top-tier exchanges. Below is the list of exchanges which

listed Alpha Quark Token. Please note that some exchanges discussed the listing with the

Alpha Quark team, but some did not. Below is the list from earliest to last.

- (2020.10.20) Gopax - https://www.gopax.co.kr/exchange/aqt-krw

- (2020.11.05) Upbit BTC - https://upbit.com/exchange?code=CRIX.UPBIT.BTC-AQT

- (2020.11.17) Upbit KRW - https://upbit.com/exchange?code=CRIX.UPBIT.KRW-AQT

- (2021.02.26) Gate.io - https://www.gate.io/trade/AQT_USDT

- (2021.03.02) Bithumb BTC - https://www.bithumb.com/trade/order/AQT_BTC

- (2021.05.21) Bithumb KRW - https://www.bithumb.com/trade/order/AQT_KRW

- (2021.06.04) Hotbit - https://www.hotbit.io/exchange?symbol=AQT_USDT

- (2021.06.17) BitCratic - https://www.bitcratic.com/#!/trade/AQT-ETH

- (2022.02.10) MEXC - https://www.mexc.com/exchange/AQT_USDT

- (2022.05.26) Huobi Global - https://www.huobi.com/en-us/exchange/aqt_usdt

- (2022.05.27) ZT global - https://www.ztb.im/exchange?coin=AQT_USDT

- (2022.05.27) CoinBetter - https://www.coinbetter.com/exchange?coin=AQT_USDT

- (2022.06.03) SuperEX - https://www.superex.com/trade/AQT_USDT

- (2022.06.29) BitKan - https://bitkan.com/trade/AQT-USDT

- (2022.07.29) BingX - https://bingx.com/en-us/spot/AQTUSDT/

- (2022.08.01) BitYard - https://www.bityard.com/en-US/trade/spot/AQTUSDT

3-2. Ecosystem partners & Affiliates

- (2020.12.04) Pay Coin - http://www.danalfintech.com/

- (2021.06.04) Poly Network - https://poly.network

- (2021.06.08) Adapter - https://adappter.io/

- (2021.06.22) Math wallet - https://mathwallet.org/

- (2021.06.30) Treasureland - https://treasureland.market/

- (2021.07.02) Sota Finance - https://sota.finance/

- (2021.08.18) Liquidifty - https://liquidifty.io/

- (2021.09.02) Fangible - https://fangible.com/

- (2021.11.26) Wizard Finance - https://www.wizard.financial/

- (2021.12.01) NFTb - https://nftb.io/

- (2021.12.06) XPansion - https://xpsgame.io/

- (2021.12.28) APM Coin - https://apm-coin.com/

- (2022.01.27) Cloud NFT - https:/cloudnft.io/

8

https://twitter.com/Alphaquark_/status/1323551861324959745?s=20&t=03f6Uav-CHABeRg2a6ISrQ
https://www.gopax.co.kr/exchange/aqt-krw
https://twitter.com/Alphaquark_/status/1324251212384931840?s=20&t=03f6Uav-CHABeRg2a6ISrQ
https://upbit.com/exchange?code=CRIX.UPBIT.BTC-AQT
https://twitter.com/Alphaquark_/status/1328710796969316353?s=20&t=03f6Uav-CHABeRg2a6ISrQ
https://upbit.com/exchange?code=CRIX.UPBIT.KRW-AQT
https://twitter.com/gate_io/status/1364800972120326148?s=20&t=03f6Uav-CHABeRg2a6ISrQ
https://www.gate.io/trade/AQT_USDT
https://twitter.com/Alphaquark_/status/1366610846848225281?s=20&t=03f6Uav-CHABeRg2a6ISrQ
https://www.bithumb.com/trade/order/AQT_BTC
https://twitter.com/Alphaquark_/status/1366617172835856388?s=20&t=03f6Uav-CHABeRg2a6ISrQ
https://www.bithumb.com/trade/order/AQT_KRW
https://twitter.com/Hotbit_news/status/1400686251280269317?s=20&t=03f6Uav-CHABeRg2a6ISrQ
https://www.hotbit.io/exchange?symbol=AQT_USDT
https://twitter.com/bitcratic/status/1405463575708061701?s=20&t=03f6Uav-CHABeRg2a6ISrQ
https://www.bitcratic.com/#!/trade/AQT-ETH
https://twitter.com/MEXC_Global/status/1492452385171460098?s=20&t=03f6Uav-CHABeRg2a6ISrQ
https://www.mexc.com/exchange/AQT_USDT
https://twitter.com/HuobiGlobal/status/1529432090852335626?s=20&t=03f6Uav-CHABeRg2a6ISrQ
https://www.huobi.com/en-us/exchange/aqt_usdt
https://twitter.com/ZT_exchange/status/1530112975075692544?s=20&t=q-xpcdpuNwlOoGOOlilZTQ
https://www.ztb.im/exchange?coin=AQT_USDT
https://twitter.com/CoinBetterCom/status/1530123907709435904?s=20&t=03f6Uav-CHABeRg2a6ISrQ
https://www.coinbetter.com/exchange?coin=AQT_USDT
https://twitter.com/SuperexBD/status/1532760173546070016?s=20&t=03f6Uav-CHABeRg2a6ISrQ
https://www.superex.com/trade/AQT_USDT
https://twitter.com/BitKanOfficial/status/1541748243985563648?s=20&t=03f6Uav-CHABeRg2a6ISrQ
https://bitkan.com/trade/AQT-USDT
https://twitter.com/BingXEnglish/status/1552857718334992384?s=20&t=03f6Uav-CHABeRg2a6ISrQ
https://bingx.com/en-us/spot/AQTUSDT/
https://twitter.com/BitYard_Global/status/1554045474453463042?s=20&t=03f6Uav-CHABeRg2a6ISrQ
https://www.bityard.com/en-US/trade/spot/AQTUSDT
https://xangle.io/en/project/AQT/insight/disclosure/5fc9a98e7787df6144fb7970?order=desc&isFollowing=false&page=7&nowPeriod=%EC%A0%84%EC%B2%B4
http://www.danalfintech.com/
https://twitter.com/Alphaquark_/status/1400634324588711937?s=20&t=0gjqDl_lxFYECyNe-K2iog
https://poly.network
https://twitter.com/Alphaquark_/status/1402098817999138822?s=20&t=0gjqDl_lxFYECyNe-K2iog
https://adappter.io/
https://twitter.com/Alphaquark_/status/1409333106033659906?s=20&t=0gjqDl_lxFYECyNe-K2iog
https://mathwallet.org/
https://twitter.com/TreasurelandNFT/status/1410236201370624008?s=20&t=0gjqDl_lxFYECyNe-K2iog
https://treasureland.market/
https://twitter.com/Alphaquark_/status/1410792667206856711?s=20&t=0gjqDl_lxFYECyNe-K2iog
https://sota.finance/
https://twitter.com/liquidifty/status/1470721210489188361?s=20&t=0gjqDl_lxFYECyNe-K2iog
https://liquidifty.io/
https://twitter.com/Alphaquark_/status/1433338980485906432?s=20&t=0gjqDl_lxFYECyNe-K2iog
https://fangible.com/
https://twitter.com/Alphaquark_/status/1463739782513639431?s=20&t=0gjqDl_lxFYECyNe-K2iog
https://www.wizard.financial/
https://twitter.com/Alphaquark_/status/1465900394475782146?s=20&t=0gjqDl_lxFYECyNe-K2iog
https://nftb.io/
https://twitter.com/Alphaquark_/status/1467680328508919817?s=20&t=0gjqDl_lxFYECyNe-K2iog
https://xpsgame.io/
https://twitter.com/apmcoin/status/1475649621724889090?s=20&t=0gjqDl_lxFYECyNe-K2iog
https://apm-coin.com/
https://xangle.io/en/project/AQT/insight/disclosure/61f0c76af317a39330e69634?order=desc&isFollowing=false&page=3&nowPeriod=%EC%A0%84%EC%B2%B4
https://cloudnft.io/


- (2022.02.11) Trezor - https://trezor.com/

- (2022.02.14) Bitgo - https://bitgo.com/

- (2022.03.03) SWFT blokchain - https://swft.pro/

- (2022.03.07) Ledger - https://ledger.io/

- (2022.03.16) Frutti Dino - https://fruttidino.com/

- (2022.03.22) Ellipal - https://ellipal.com/

- (2022.04.19) Dappsy - https://dappysy.io/

- (2022.05.03) ONTO wallet - https://onto.app/

- (2022.05.06) BEOSIN - https://beosin.com/

- (2022.05.11) Ivy market - https://ivymarket.io/

- (2022.08.09) Atomic wallet - https://atomicwallet.io/

- (2022.09.07) ChangeNow - https://changenow.io /

- (2022.10.11) Coinbase wallet - https://wallet.coinbase.com/

- (2022.10.12) MG Land - https://mg.land

- (2022.10.13) MintDAO - https://mintdao.io/

- (2022.11.16) Mo wallet - https://mowallet.app/

4. Alpha Quark Token

The initial Alpha Quark Token supply was 30 million when it was first issued on the

Ethereum network in September of 2020. According to its allocation and strict unlock

schedule, AQT is locked on Ethereum mainnet by using the time-lock feature of smart

contract. No one can arbitrarily control the circulating amount if the allocated amount is not

unlocked. To comply with the initial vesting plan, Alpha Quark team officially announced the

schedule to exchanges and communities as well.

4-1. Token allocation

- Total amount : 30,000,000 AQT

- Private sale : 6,483,516 AQT (21.61%)

- Marketing : 4,200,000 AQT (14%)

- R&D : 4,200,000 AQT (14%)

- Operations : 4,100,000 AQT (13.67%)

- Founding team : 2,500,000 AQT (8.33%)

- Alpha Quark alliance : 4,000,000 AQT (13.33%)

- Reserve : 4,516,484 AQT (15.05%)
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4-2. Circulating amount

- (2020-09-30) 1,926,703 AQT

- (2020-10-31) 1,926, 703 AQT

- (2020.11.30) 1,926,703 AQT

- (2020.12.31) 3,404,055 AQT

- (2021.01.31) 4,883,407 AQT

- (2021.02.08) 7,411,759 AQT

- (2021.03.31) 9,940,111 AQT

- (2021.04.30) 12,468,463 AQT

- (2021.05.31) 14,996,815 AQT

- (2021.06.30) 16,475,167 AQT

- (2021.07.31) 17,953,516 AQT

- (2021.08.31) 20,276,813 AQT

- (2021.09.30) 22,890,110 AQT

- (2021.10.31) 25,093,407 AQT

- (2021.11.30) 27,296,704 AQT

- (2021.12.31) 29,500,000 AQT

- (2022.01.31) 30,000,000 AQT

*To verify the circulating schedule, please check this out. This is a circulating plan which was

announced on Upbit exchange.

4-3. Other Alpha Quark Token informations

- Coinmarketcap

- Coingecko

- Etherscan

- Smart contract audit

- Github

- NFT collateral lending protocol audit

- Xangle profile

- Bnb project profile

- Link tree
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5. Disclaimer

1. This white paper was not written to promote the sale of Alpha Quark Token(AQT) for

potential investors. This white paper is intended to provide general information and is not

meant to be exhaustive, comprehensive or authoritative.

2. Alpha Quark Limited or its related corporations and/or corporate affiliates accepts no

liability in relation to the white paper, or any reliance on the white paper, and does not

warrant the accuracy or completeness of the white paper. The whitepaper may be amended

from time to time without notice.

3. Alpha Quark’s products are a comprehensive term to call the overall project run by the

core team and Alpha Quark Token is the name of the ERC20-based utility token issued by

the core team. The Core team is a comprehensive term to refer to the main team members of

Alpha Quark Limited specifically. There are ERC721-based non-fungible tokens controlled

directly by Alpha Quark’s platform smart contract and the core team has no ownership or

control over the contract’s operation or modification once it’s deployed on the mainnet of

Ethereum or BNB chain. To learn more about how smart contracts work, please read this

article written by Ethereum.org.

4. The core team and Alpha Quark Limited is not responsible for any losses or damages

caused directly or indirectly from the following possible situations or incidents:

4-1. The development or deployment of products and services of Alpha Quark Limited or its

related corporations and/or corporate affiliates may fail, be abandoned or be delayed for a

number of reasons, including lack of funding, lack of commercial success or prospects, or

lack of use by advertisers, publishers, and/or users.

4-2. Alpha Quark Limited or its related corporations and/or corporate affiliates may lose

access to its private keys or be subject to data breach or data loss. Alpha Quark Limited or its

related corporations and/or corporate affiliates plans on implementing reasonable security

procedures, however Alpha Quark Limited or its related corporations and/or corporate

affiliates cannot predict the success of any security precautions.

4-3. Any third party that gains access to private keys associated with a wallet may be able to

gain access to the wallet. Loss or destruction of such private keys may also be irreversible.

Alpha Quark team is not responsible for any loss of an individual's private key and damage

from the loss.
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4-4. The value of cryptocurrencies such as BTC, ETH,KLAY, BNB, TRON, AQT, and any

relative crypto assets for Alpha Quark may drop significantly, depriving Alpha Quark Limited

or its related corporations and/or corporate affiliates or resources required to continue

operation.

4-5. Cryptocurrencies are subject to regulatory scrutiny by government authorities and other

regulatory bodies around the world, and Alpha Quark Limited or its related corporations

and/or corporate affiliates could be adversely affected by one or more inquiries or actions.

4-6. Expectations regarding the form and functionality of Alpha Quark’s products, which are

held by purchasers of the AQT (whether due to the white paper or otherwise) may not be met

upon release of Alpha Quark products and/or the AQT, for any number of reasons including

a change in the design and implementation plans, or delays or differences upon execution.

4-7. Blockchain is still in a relatively early stage of development and is not completely

proven. Any malfunction, flaws, breakdown or abandonment of the Ethereum, Klaytn, BNB

Chain, Polygon, and any of the relative blockchain networks that are interacting with Alpha

Quark products and the tools whose operation is run by the core team may have a material

adverse effect on the AQT, Alpha Quark’s products.

4-8. Ethereum, Polygon, Klaytn, BNB Chain, Polygon and any of the relative blockchain

networks are expected to undergo a change in consensus protocol/algorithm. This represents

a risk to AQT and Alpha Quark’s products, including the utility of such tokens for obtaining

the services and/or products provided by Alpha Quark, if methods are developed which

render ineffective the new cryptographic consensus mechanism that will in the future

underpin the blockchain.

4-9. Advances in code cracking, or technical advances such as the development of quantum

computing, may present risks to cryptocurrencies and Alpha Quark Limited or its related

corporations and/or corporate affiliates, which could result in the theft or loss of AQT.

4-10. Token transactions that are irrevocable and stolen or incorrectly transferred AQT or

any relative cryptocurrencies may be irretrievable. As a result, any incorrectly executed token

transactions could adversely affect the value of AQT. Token transactions are not, from an

administrative perspective, reversible without the consent and active participation of the

recipient of the transaction or, in theory, control or consent of a majority of the processing
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power on the relevant blockchain. Once a transaction has been verified and recorded in a

block that is added to the blockchain, an incorrect transfer of AQT or any relative NFTs or a

theft of AQT or any relative NFTs generally will not be reversible and there may be no

compensation for any such transfer or theft. Such loss could adversely affect the value of

AQT and any relative NFTs.

4-11. The original version of this white paper is in English and translated versions may have

inaccuracies or errors. The English version of the white paper shall take precedence over the

translated versions. Please refer to the English version of the white paper if you require any

clarification. 12. There will be no cancellations of AQT and any relative NFTs purchases, and

no refunds for completed purchases from the core team or the 3rd-party marketplace.

6. Contact

- Email / business suggestion : contact@alphaquark.io

- Website : https://alphaquark.io

- Twitter : https://twitter.com/alphaquark_
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